
HARNESS YOUR POWER
Are you getting the most out of your motive power operations? Let HAWKER® perform 
their exclusive on-site Harness the PowerSM Assessment to evaluate your operations.

• Fleet Sizing
• Run Times
• Operating Conditions
• Operating Practices
• Applications
• Productivity

REAL-LIFE RESULTS

• Optimized efficiency
• Improved fleet operation and 

performance
• Improved operator productivity
• Extended battery capacity
• Longer battery life
• Reduced downtime
• Reduced maintenance labor

HAWKER®’S EXCLUSIVE ON-SITE HARNESS THE POWERSM 
ASSESSMENT ADDRESSES ALL ASPECTS OF MOTIVE POWER. 
THIS INCLUDES:

SINGLE-SOURCE SOLUTIONS
By manufacturing both batteries and 
chargers, HAWKER® is well equipped 
to assess and design complete power 
solutions to enhance each customer’s 
operation.

MOTIVE POWER EXPERTS
The HAWKER® team will conduct a 
comprehensive on-site assessment 
of your complete operation.
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Are you ready to harness your power?  Call 1-877-7HAWKER to learn how.

Following the recommendations of a Harness the PowerSM Assessment, 
HAWKER® customers have seen a variety of outstanding results and benefits:

• Battery Room Requirements
• Maintenance Processes
• Maintenance Costs
• Electrical Consumption & Demand
• Operational Costs
• Safety Compliance

IT’S TIME TO

• Minimize maintenance costs
• Reduced battery change-outs
• Reduced equipment damage
• Reduced operational costs
• Increased electrical savings
• Minimize electrical demand
• Reduced energy consumption
• Reduce environmental impact

As a global industry leader in quality, performance, technology, and innovation, HAWKER® understands the 
motive power industry and knows the challenges facing our customers. That’s why HAWKER® developed their 
exclusive on-site Harness the PowerSM Assessment more than 15 years ago. 
Our team of experts will evaluate your entire operation – from productivity to energy usage. We’ll consider 
your unique operating conditions and special application needs. This exclusive assessment will analyze your 
operations and provide specific, customized system solutions for improving your material handling productivity 
to optimize efficiency and minimize costs.


